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I’m the founder, chairman
and chief executive officer
of WANdisco plc, a public
software company based in
Sheffield and Silicon Valley. I
started the company in 2005.

Every day, I have lots of
internal meetings with our
people and external meet-
ings with our investors and
customers.

Why did you choose this
career?

It chose me! I have always
been interested in trying to
predict and influence the fu-
ture. Starting up and running
asoftwarecompanyisthebest
way to do that.

What do you enjoy most
about your role?

You can change people’s
lives for the better.

People who have worked
hardandbenefitedfromown-
ing our shares can buy nice
things, like houses.

H o w h a s y o u r r o l e
changed during lockdown?

I was a frequent flyer be-
tweentheUSandtheUK.Now
all my meetings are online.

Last week, I raised $25m
from Wall Street and the City
of London from our home in
the Peak District.

What advice would you
give to teenagers consider-
ing their career paths now?

Focus on being creative.
Don’t choose careers that will
be lost to automation.

What do you love most

about living in Sheffield?
I love the people and the

beautiful countryside. We
havejustmovedbackhomeaf-
ter two decades in California.

What's your funniest
memory from school?

The PE teachers at Tap-

ton School. Anyone who was
around in the 1980s will know
what I am talking about!

Was there a particu-
larteacherwhoinspiredyou
in school or subject which
helped you progress?

Yes. David Jackson, the

head of sixth form at Tapton,
advised me to study comput-
ing and saved me from bank-
ing.

What are you most look-
ing forward to when lock-
down is over?

Going to the Strines Inn

and having a giant Yorkshire
pudding with beef on top.

What's your favourite
joke?

What do you call a three-
legged donkey? …

A wonkey.

Choose a creative career and
help change lives for the better

David Richards
@DavidRichards
WANdisco founder and CEO

What is your job, when did
you start in that role and
what do you do on a day to
day basis?

David Richards with children from Astrea Sheffield at Pimoroni, before lockdown.

David Richards examines the bee hive with pupils at Stocksbridge Junior School. David Richards, chief executive of WANdisco

Sheffield Learning Together
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Being active can involve the whole family.

Build an obstacle course, inside or out. Draw a route for a race track and time each
other completing it. Who can reach the highest, jump the furthest and run the
fastest? Or put on some favourite music and see who can dance the longest.

We all need to be active at this time, make your daily exercise fun, by setting the
family individual challenges that are age appropriate.

Can the two year old pretend to gallop like a horse and can mummy run three times
round that tree and back to the group in less that 1 minute?

You could even write challenges on pieces of paper and pick them out in turn while
you walk and spend time outside (maintaining social distancing and adhering to
government guidelines).

Watch as your baby starts to move
independently provide space and
the support . Babies need space to
crawl and sturdy support to pull
themselves up when they are ready
to try it. Your older child will want
places and opportunities to run,
jump, hop, skip and twirl – often
that’s easier to do outside in open
spaces.

Traditional outdoor games like skipping, hopscotch
and pithu/lagori/seven stones (a street game from
India and South East Asia) might be great fun to try!

50 Things to Do Before You're Five is
now live in Sheffield. Find the full list of
activities via the website
https://sheffield.50thingstodo.org/app/o
s# or the app by scanning the QR code.

#24 Hop, Skip
and Jump

Sheffield Learning Together Early Years
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Research your favourite animals online.
Can you use animation showing animals

moving?
Create a PowerPoint to teach others

about your animal.
Create your own quiz using Kahoot
about an animal of your choice.

ICT

Design, make and evaluate your own models of
animals.

Design, make and evaluate your own models of
different habitats.

DT

Science
Draw and label the parts of a plant.
Draw a skeleton of an animals.

Create an animal classification key.
Sort your animals using a Venn diagram.

Draw a food chain.

TOP 10 THINGS TO
DO AT HOME!

Sheffield Learning Together Primary
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Sheffield Learning Together Primary
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Find even more FREE daily learning challenges and details of how you can earn
Sheffield CU awards for taking part by visiting: www.sheffieldcu.blogspot.com

Facebook.com/SheffieldCUFind us, like us, follow us... Twitter.com/SheffieldCU

Sheffield Learning Together Sheffield Children’s University
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Ingredients:
2tsp vegetable oil

1 red pepper, deseeded
& chopped

1 yellow pepper, deseeded
& chopped

Method:
1. Heat 1 tsp vegetable oil in a non-stick frying pan. Add the

peppers and spring onions, and stir-fry for 3-4 minutes
until soft. Tip them out of the pan into a bowl. Wipe out
the pan with kitchen paper. Preheat the grill.

2. Beat the eggs and milk together. Heat a few drops of
vegetable oil in the non-stick frying pan and pour in one
quarter of the egg mixture. Let it flow over the surface
and cook for 1-2 minutes to set the base.

3. Sprinkle one quarter of the pepper mixture evenly over
the surface, then grill for 1-2 minutes until set. Slide onto
a warm plate.

4. Repeat with the remaining mixture to make four
omelettes. Serve, seasoned with black pepper.

Serve each omelette with a fresh salad or some seasonal veg.

Any type of pepper or onion will do. Or why not try
some different veg such as mushroom or sweetcorn?

For more recipes, check out the Change 4 Life website
at https://www.nhs.uk/change4life/recipes

Minerals are nutrients your body needs in order to work
properly and stay healthy.

Most people can get all the nutrients they need by having a
varied and balanced diet.

Let’s have a closer look…

IRON is important in making red blood
cells, which carry oxygen around the
body.

Sources include: beans, red meat, nuts,
dried fruit, wholegrains and dark, leafy
vegetables such as kale

CALCIUM has several important
functions including helping build strong
bones & teeth, regulating muscle
contractions (including your heartbeat),
and making sure blood clots normally.

Sources include: milk, cheese & other dairy
products, nuts, and green leafy vegetables
such as broccoli

IODINE helps make thyroid hormones,
which help keep cells and the metabolic
rate (the speed at which chemical
reactions take place in the body)
healthy.

Sources include: sea fish & shellfish and
some plant foods such as cereals & grains

Colourful, quick, healthy & delicious – why not give it a go?

Serves: 4

Prep time: 10 mins Cooking time: 15 mins

Traffic Light Omelettes
MARVELLoUS MINERALS!

Family Recipe

sw
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6 spring onions,
finely chopped

8 eggs
4tbsp milk

1 pinch ground
black pepper
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For more information about Eat Smart Sheffield check out our
website: https://www.learnsheffield.co.uk/Partners/eat-smart-
sheffield/

Follow us on social media:
@eatsmartsheff @eatsmartsheffield @eatsmartsheff

Sheffield Learning Together Eat Smart Sheffield
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Promoting connectedness and resilience in the return back
to school

“We are in the same storm, but not in the same boat”
Each individual’s experience of the pandemic will have been
different and likely dependent on many factors. This will also
be the case for our children and young people. As such, it will

be important for children and young people to have
opportunities to talk about, share, and reflect on their

experiences.
This would also be an opportunity to reflect on positive

stories of how different individuals, families and communities
have come together during this time with acts of kindness,
courage and initiative. This could include considering what

might have changed possibly for the better or what has been
brought into sharper focus for us.

Activities to promote connectedness
People who care for me

Draw around the child's hand and get them to write on each
finger the people they can talk to about their thoughts and
feelings. Draw their family or friends involved in the activity

or doing something fun, or something they are looking
forward to doing with their family/friends in the future.

Positive memory in the palm of your hand
Draw around the child's hand and get them to write a

positive memory for each of the 5 senses (1 per finger), to
help them feel safe and calm wherever they are.

Memory book
Create a memory book where children can complete
sentence strings (below) about their experiences.

Right now I
feel …

The hardest
thing for me
was/is …

A challenge I
overcame is

…

A new skill I
have learnt …

What I hope
for in the
future …

What I have
appreciated most
about my friends

and family...

English:
Talk about the different
things that you might
see in space. Make up a
story about a
boy called Hal who
goes on a mission to
space – the word may
help you. If you
can read the story

Maths:
- Create your own rocket using 2D
shapes. You could cut shapes from
coloured paper to stick down, use
potatoes to create 2D shapes or cut

up some sponges to create
different 2D shapes and print using
paint. While you design your rocket,
have a go at naming the shapes and
counting their sides and corners.

Art:
Use a plastic milk bottle to make
a bird feeder to hand in your

garden. Felt tips are all you need
to colour the plastic, but you can
make it look super fancy by

sticking paper, feathers and other
things on

“Back to earth with a bump”. Make a list or
draw 10 things you would want to take with
you if you went to space? Think about what
would be most important and useful to you.

Space!

Sheffield Learning Together SEND
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Sheffield Learning Together Move More Sheffield
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One of the things that makes our city so special is the mix of urban and green space. One minute you’re in a built-up area,
the next you’re in a wood with a stream running through it. The Sheffield Round Walk is designed to show off all the best
bits. It’s a fun way to learn how our city fits together and how close we are to nature. The whole walk is 15 miles long (about
7 hours), but you don’t have to do it all at once. The route is broken into four sections of roughly four miles each. Each
section is an enjoyable walk with lots to see. There are starting points at Abbeydale Road South, Endcliffe Park, Gleadless
Valley and Ringinglow.

Rucksacks at the ready
You could do the full route, choose one section of it, or do the whole thing over a
few weekends, one bit at a time.Take whatever you need to record to your
experience. That could be a camera, a notebook or a sketchpad or some
combination of the three. It’s interesting to note the changing sounds as you
move through different environments – you could record sounds on your phone
or describe them in writing.You may well find buildings of historical interest,
animals and birds you haven’t seen before and special places you didn’t know
existed. Why not share your discoveries? Use #sheffieldroundwalk to share and
inspire others.

The Sheffield Round Walk

What you'll need
A pair of sturdy walking shoes or
boots. If you’re buying new ones, try
to break them in a bit before you
walk a long way. Make sure you
have the right clothes for the
weather, some water and a snack or
two. You can download the Outdoor
City Round Walk guide
(https://www.theoutdoorcity.co.uk/bl
og/read/2019/01/sheffield-round-
walk-b114) .The routes are
signposted, but it’s a good idea to
take a Sheffield A–Z map with you,
or a phone with GPS, just in case
you wander off the main track!

Green spaces and walking are good for our
physical and mental health.
One-third of our city is within the boundary of the
Peak District National Park.
Sheffield is one of the greenest cities in Europe,
with over 250 parks, woodlands and other green
spaces – and an estimated 4.5 million trees.

Did you know?

More #homeadventures
createsheffield.co.uk/adventures

Sheffield Learning Together Create Sheffield
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Wellbeing Being active is not only great for your physical health and fitness. Evidence also
shows it can also improve your mental wellbeing by raising your self-esteem, helping you to set
goals or challenges and achieve them and causing chemical changes in your brain which can help to
positively change your mood.

How can you do this for free? Walk everywhere, start skipping (the boxers do), try couch to 5K,
use the strength and flex exercise guides (https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/strength-and-
flex-exercise-plan/), start cycling, and start stair climbing (this good for strong bones and
cardiovascular fitness!)

ll

TEM - Alka-seltzer is great if you're
suffering from heartburn or an upset
stomach. But you probably didn't know that
it's also great if you're looking to create
your own homemade lava lamp.

Because oil and water have different
densities and polarities, when you mix them
together, the water sinks to the bottom.
When you add food coloring, which is water
based, it will sink to the bottom as well.

If you crumble in an alka-seltzer tablet, it
reacts with the water, causing colored
droplets of water to rise to the top where
they then pop, release air, and sink back to
the bottom. Try adding glitter for an even
more impressive lamp!

Science Anagrams – How many
science key words (specifically
from the acids and alkali topic)
can you find from these
anagrams?

1. Kilala
2. Oblules
3. Utnarel
4. Entraits
5. Itrraint

Clues. 1) a base dissolved in
water 2) an object that
dissolves in water 3) neither
acid nor alkali 4) salts formed
by nitric acid and 5) can cause
blistering or reddening of skin

SciST

Victorian Britain’s worst peace-time disaster was the Sheffield Flood of 1864.
When the Dale Dyke Dam burst a 9-metre-high wave of water gushed down the
Loxley Valley sweeping away trees, bridges, buildings and people as they slept in
in their beds.
Download our PowerPoint to see original photographs and reports
https://bit.ly/3dbhenO

Draw a map showing how far down the Loxley Valley the water spread.
How many people were killed? How many were aged under 10?
Read Henry Whittles story - how did he manage to save his wife and five
children from drowning?
Read the original newspaper reports and then write your own report.

Sheffield Learning Together Secondary
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Creative Writing
Just like reading, writing gives us POWER.
These three activities will help you develop your vocabulary, imagination and sentences…

Task 1: Words, words, words…
Take a look at some of the words that might be used
when writing about this picture. How can you make
these better? Look up synonyms and antonyms and
then see if you can put some of them into a sentence
to describe this image: what you see, hear, feel,
taste, smell…

Task 2: Make it right…
Your ideas won’t be clearly communicated if you don’t punctuate well.
1. Mend this sentence by adding punctuation: In a place far away from earth on a planet

light years away there was a war brewing.
2. Join these sentences with a semi colon: Some wanted peace. Others wanted war.
3. Add apostrophes: Its strange how quickly they forgot their differences. The summers

warmth helped to melt their hearts.
4. Make this uninspiring sentence better: Angulus looked behind him. (Try starting with an

adverb, change the verb, add some interesting adjectives and a simile).

Now, build a paragraph by including the following sentence types:
• An adverbial fronted sentence (Quietly wishing things were different, he…)
• Include a simile (Like a ray of sunshine, he brought happiness to the world)
• Include a list of three (The noise echoed in a loud, terrifying, ominous way)
• Use a colon (Some people suspected that they were evil: they were right)
• Use a semi colon (They were nervous of being seen; their meeting was unlawful)

Task 3: Let’s build up our ideas…
Why have they met on the poppy? Was it an arranged meeting or accidental? Are they
friends or enemies?
1. What are they saying to each other?
2. Can the poppy hear them? Does it join in the conversation or is it perhaps a lookout?
3. Do they leave together or separately and where do they go?

Write a short story using this image as inspiration: remember to choose your vocabulary
carefully and to include a range of accurate sentences.

green insect poppy flower bug nature

Home Learning - Firth Park Academy

English:
Write a letter to your local MP about something you feel strongly

about e.g. Black Lives Matter

Healthy Minds
- Limit your time on social media: Leave your phone in

your room and go outside!
- Have a good sleep regime: Disruptions to our bodyclock

can make us feel less happy and in a low mood.

Art:
Search ‘Mr T’ on Youtube and take part in one of Mr Tipping’s

awesome art lessons! Do not forget to send a photo to
@FirthParkAcad when you have finished!

Drama
Why not play Charades? Gather your family together and take it
in turns to use miming skills to present a film/book/tv show.

Word of the Week - Begrudge - To feel angry, upset or
jealous that someone has something; to envy.

Culture Box 4
Historical Figures Learn

facts about Nelson Mandela
who was a South African

anti-apartheid
revolutionary, political

leader, and philanthropist
who served as President of
South Africa from 1994 to

1999

https://artsandculture.google.com/
entity/nelson-mandela/m05g7q?

categoryId=historical-figure&hl=en

Culture Box 3
Art Recreate this piece of

art Mujer con Libro by
Tamara de Lempicka

https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/tama
ra-de-lempicka-mujer-con-libro/lAH-

aEkzZpgB2g?hl=en

Or download this activity
book and have a go at

colouring some in.
https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/goo

gleartsandculture_activitybook.pdf

Culture Box 2
View See the sights of
Paris from four of the

highest viewpoints in the
city

https://artsandculture.google.com/story/walk
-around-5-iconic-parisian-

rooftops/nwISWA6wXt3HKA?hl=en

Culture Box 1
Explore dinosaur

discoveries: Windows on a
Prehistoric world on display

at The Natural History
Museum

https://artsandculture.google.com/exhibit/din
osaur-discoveries-windows-on-a-prehistoric-

world/fAIyaoGAdANLJA?hl=en

HGCSC English Department Summer Reading Bingo!!

A book with a
main character

who’s different to
you

A non-fiction book
about a topic

you’re interested
in

A book that’s
been

turned into a film

A book written
the year you
were born

A book you’ve
read before

A book that’s
been

recommended

A book written in
2020

A book you can
finish

in a day

A book with more
than 300 pages

A non-fiction
book

A book based on
a

fairy tale or myth

A book written
over

50 years ago

How many have you completed? Can you get a row? How about a full house?

Outstanding together, Working together, Learning together

Handsworth Grange Community Sports College

Home Learning Newsletter

Sheffield Learning Together Secondary
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Have a go at these lockdown
activities from three of
The Sheffield College’s academies!

ANIMAL CARE
Task: Watch a programme on television about animals
kept in a zoo or an animal collection. This could be a
recent programme or an older one.
Write down a list of the positives and negatives of keeping
animals in a zoo. Then pick three different species, for
example, a bird, a mammal and a reptile/amphibian.

Make a list of what is needed to keep them secure, healthy
and entertained. You can then design three enclosures for
your chosen species, making sure that all their needs are
met. Imagine that money is no object, go wild!

Each accommodation design should include an
indoor and outdoor space. Make sure you also consider the
customers coming to view the animals.

There must be a balance between animal happiness and
the public’s viewing ability - as an unhappy public would
not visit again.

TRAVEL AND TOURISM
Task: Select an organisation/company related to travel
and tourism, preferably one that you have experienced.
This could be an airline, a tour operator, a visitor attraction,
theme park, hotel, apartment or holiday centre.

Imagine that you have to explain, to a new member of staff,
how the organisation provides excellent customer service.

Write a report of around 250-500 words, and think about
covering each of the following categories:
– First impressions
– Speed and accuracy of service
– Products and services offered
– Offering information and advice
– Dealing with complaints and problems

If the organisation failed to provide excellent customer
service, suggest three possible consequences of this.

For more information, please contact:
admissions@sheffcol.ac.uk

UNIFORMED PUBLIC SERVICES
Task: First of all, write down and describe how team
and individual sports benefit us physically, mentally
and socially.
Examples of team sports include basketball, football,
hockey, netball and rugby. Examples of individual sports
include climbing, running, sailing and skiing.

Team and individual sports and activities are used by
the uniformed public services, for example, the military
and police, to develop their staff and create an effective
workforce.

Next – imagine that you have been asked to plan and lead
a sporting activity at the College’s sports hall or outdoors
on the sports pitches.

Write down the aims of the session, the number of people
taking part, the roles of everyone involved, for example,
referee, players etc, the rules, and some important points
on health and safety.

Howwill the coronavirus impact my application? Are you a young personwondering how the Coronavirus
pandemic and social distancingwill impact your application for a full-time course, apprenticeship or work-
based learning placement?

Our Careers Adviser Sarah talks us through the things you need to know including how to prepare for a telephone interview if you
haven’t yet secured your place.

Top tips for telephone interviews
If you’ve got a telephone interview scheduled – great! Here are some top tips for success:

Full time courses

sheffieldfutures.org

Sheffield Learning Together Post-16
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Can you and your family name
this well-known Sheffield street?

See if you can name the street in Sheffield where these pictures have been taken. The answer will be in next week’s Sheffield
Learning Together supplement.

Sheffield Learning Together Family Quiz

Last week’s answers: 1. Cutting Edge, Sheffield Railway Station; 2. Ponds Forge; 3. Information Commons, University of Sheffield; 4. Winter Gardens; 5. ‘Cheesegrater’ car park, Charles Street;
6. Lantern Tower, Sheffield Cathedral; 7. The Diamond, University of Sheffield; 8. What If? by Andrew Motion, Sheffield Hallam University; 9. Peace Gardens fountains.
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Home Languages
The resources on this page will help support your child to
continue to develop their first language. Each week will
focus on a different language.

https://learnsheffield.co.uk/Covid-19 (Mental health & wellbeing)لئے کے دیکھنے کو دستاویز پوری

Urduاردو

Sheffield Learning Together Community

For help with benefits, debt,
employment or immigration

issues (including EU settled status)
contact Citizens Advice

Sheffield - Phone : 03444 113 111
Open Monday to Friday 10am to 4pm

Email : getintouch@citizensadvicesheffield.org.uk
Visit : www.citizensadvicesheffield.org.uk

If you need housing advice,
representation, support or
information, you can contact
Shelter in Sheffield by

If you or someone you know is vulnerable,
shielding, or self-isolating and has no
friends or family to call on, please get in
touch with the Sheffield City Council

KEY CONTACTS

Community Helpline on 0114 273 4567 - lines are
open 8.45am - 4.45pm, or visit
www.sheffield.gov.uk/coronavirus

emailing Sheffield_hub@shelter.org.uk or calling
0344 515 1515 (open 9am-5pm, Monday to Friday).
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